ÉGÉRIE COLLECTION
NEW MOON PHASE CREATIONS IN PINK GOLD
Égérie moon phase jewellery
Égérie moon phase diamond-paved
Egérie moon phase

LAUNCH ON 17 NOVEMBER 2022
• A full diamond-set version: Égérie moon phase jewellery
- Full-set with 1,377 diamonds totalling approx. 12.35 carats (guaranteed minimum caratweight)
- To enhance the brilliance of the diamonds adorning the dial, the latter features a white gold base, while the
flange, the central ring and the moon-phase ring are in pink gold. Mother-of-pearl moons appear beneath
translucent metallic sapphire clouds.
• A diamond-set dial and case version: Égérie moon phase diamond-paved
- Dial and case set with 845 diamonds totalling approx. 5.45 carats (minimum guaranteed carat weight) and
interchangeable strap in alligator or satin.
- To enhance the brilliance of the diamonds adorning the dial, the latter features a white gold base, while the
flange, the central ring and the moon-phase ring are in pink gold. Mother-of-pearl moons appear beneath
translucent metallic sapphire clouds.
• A new model with a flowing pink gold bracelet: Egérie moon phase
- 37 mm pink gold case daintily rimmed with 58 diamonds, dial adorned with a pink gold ring set with
36 diamonds, totalling approx. 1.10 carats (guaranteed minimum carat weight)
- Gold moons behind mother-of-pearl clouds.
- A flowing pink gold bracelet with a mesh-type effect ensuring a perfect ‘second skin’ fit on the wrist.

ÉGÉRIE MOON PHASE JEWELLERY

TECHNICAL DATA

Reference

8016F/127R-B977

Calibre

1088 L
Manufacture calibre
Mechanical, self-winding
30 mm (9’’’) diameter, 5.03 mm thick
Approximately 40 hours of power reserve
4 Hz (28,800 vibrations/hour)
164 components
26 jewels

Indications

Hours, minutes, centre seconds
Moon phase

Case

18K 5N pink gold case set with 246 brilliant-cut diamonds
37 mm diameter, 10.53 mm thick
Crown set with a rose-cut diamond
Transparent sapphire crystal caseback
Water-resistance tested at a pressure of 3 bar (approx. 30 metres)

Dial

18K white gold set with 510 brilliant-cut diamonds
18K 5N pink gold applied rings
Circular “pearl” minute track
Mother-of-pearl moons behind a translucent sapphire crystal cloud
18K 5N pink gold applied Arabic numerals

Bracelet/
Straps

18K 5N pink gold bracelet set with 620 brilliant-cut diamonds

Buckles

18K 5N pink gold folding clasp

Total diamondsetting
1377 diamonds totalling approx. 12.35 carats (guaranteed minimum carat weight)
Timepiece/model exclusively available from Vacheron Constantin Boutiques.

ÉGÉRIE MOON PHASE DIAMOND-PAVED

TECHNICAL DATA

Reference

8006F/000R-B976

Calibre

1088 L
Manufacture calibre
Mechanical, self-winding
30 mm (9’’’) diameter, 5.03 mm thick
Approximately 40 hours of power reserve
4 Hz (28,800 vibrations/hour)
164 components
26 jewels

Indications

Hours, minutes, centre seconds
Moon phase

Case

18K 5N pink gold case set with 292 brilliant-cut diamonds
37 mm diameter, 10.53 mm thick
Crown set with a rose-cut diamond
Transparent sapphire crystal caseback
Water-resistance tested at a pressure of 3 bar (approx. 30 metres)

Dial

18K white gold set with 510 brilliant-cut diamonds
18K 5N pink gold applied rings
Circular “pearl” minutes track
Mother-of-pearl moons behind a translucent sapphire crystal cloud
18K 5N pink gold applied Arabic numerals

Bracelet/
Straps
Buckles

Delivered with two interchangeable straps: night blue satin-effect Mississippiensis alligator leather strap /
night blue satin strap
Delivered with two 18K 5N pink gold pin buckles, each set with 21 round-cut diamonds

Total diamondsetting
845 diamonds totalling approx. 5.45 carats (guaranteed minimum weight)

ÉGÉRIE MOON PHASE

TECHNICAL DATA

Reference

8005F/120R-H002

Calibre

1088 L
Manufacture calibre
Mechanical, self-winding
30 mm (9’’’) diameter, 5.03 mm thick
Approximately 40 hours of power reserve
4 Hz (28,800 vibrations/hour)
164 components
26 jewels

Indications

Hours, minutes, centre seconds
Moon phase

Case

18K 5N pink gold
37 mm diameter, 10.08 mm thick
Bezel set with 58 round-cut diamonds
Crown set with a moonstone
Transparent sapphire crystal caseback
Water-resistance tested at a pressure of 3 bar (approx. 30 metres)

Dial

Silvered opaline, “pleats” pattern created using a tapestry technique
18K 5N pink gold ring set with 36 round-cut diamonds
Circular “pearl” minutes track
18K gold moons behind mother-of-pearl clouds
18K 5N pink gold applied Arabic numerals

Bracelet/
Buckle

18K 5N bracelet with triple-blade folding clasp with push-pieces

Total diamondsetting
94 diamonds totalling approx. 1.10 carats (guaranteed minimum carat weight)

